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The Holstein-Biberman integrodifferential equation for the transport of resonance radiation
has been solved for a gas contained in a long cylindrical container. The solution involves the
following assumptions: (i) The excited atoms are initially distributed uniformly along the axis
of the cylinder; (ii) the pressure and temperature of the gas are such that the absorption coef-
ficient has either a pure Doppler-broadened or a pure pressure-broadened profile; (iii) the
radius of the cylinder corresponds to many optical depths at the frequency corresponding to the
maximum of the absorption coefficient. It is also shown that steady-state solutions correspond-
ing to a line source along the axis of the cylinder can be calculated by the same procedure.
The geometry and the initial conditions considered here are of particular interest because the
situation can be simulated experimentally. Hurst and Thonnard have pointed out that an ap-
proximate line of excited atoms can be produced by sending a well-collimated pulse of protons
or electrons down the axis of a long cylinder containing the gas of interest. The present paper
also considers the decay of resonance radiation from a steady state built up by a line source.
The latter situation is even easier to arrange experimentally. All experimental work to date
has concerned itself with situations where the initial distribution of excited atoms is not known,
and theory and experiment can only be compared at times which are large enough so that the
system has decayed to its lowest eigenmode.

I. INTRODUCTION

The imprisonment of resonance radiation in a
gas was originally treated as a diffusion problem.
However, it was later shown by Holstein' and
Biberman' that the diffusion approximation is not
valid and the problem of calculating the density of
resonance atoms N(r, f) was reduced to the solu-
tion of an integrodifferential equation. This inte-
grodifferential equation is

—(r, f) =S(r, f) —yN(r, f) AN(r, f)-
(ir -r '~)N(r ', t)dr ',

where S(r, f) is the rate of production of excited
atoms per unit volume at r by sources, A is the
rate coefficient for any volume process which
converts the energy associated with the excited
atoms into some form other than resonance pho-
tons, y is the reciprocal of the natural lifetime,
and G is given by'

1 ~T
G(p =—

4mp' sp

with

T(p) = J P(v)e "'""dv.

In Eq. (S), it is assumed that
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P(v) ~ k(v), (4)

where k(v) is the absorption coefficient and P(v) dv

is the probability of a photon being emitted by a
resonance atom having a frequency between v and
v+dv. The whole formalism neglects any correla-
tion between the frequency of an absorbed photon
and the frequency of the photon that is subsequently
emitted. Holstein4'~ gave convincing arguments
to show that Eq. (1) holds in most laboratory
situations.

Up to the present time most of the solutions to
Eq. (1) have used rather simple forms for k(v)

and have been for enclosures in the form of an
infinite slab. 7 They have also assumed that
the slab was excited in such a way that the density
of excited atom's depends only upon the distance
from the slab faces. '7 Since the experimentalist
finds that it is quite difficult to excite a large slab
in such a way that N(r, t) depends only on the dis-
tance from the slab faces, most experimental
work with this geometry has concentrated on times
that are so large that the system has decayed to
the lowest eigenmode. Holstein ' showed how

the large-t behavior of a gas contained in an infi-
nite cylinder can be calculated and Walsh showed
how a more complicated k(v) can be accounted for
in such a calculation, but detailed calculations for
cylindrical geometries do not seem to exist as
they do for the slab case. '

Hurst and Thonnard' designed an experiment
which should test Eq. (1) and the k(v) used there in
considerable detail. The latter experiment uses
a long cylinder filled with He or Ar. The gas is
excited by a beam of fast-charged particles moving
down the axis of the cylinder. In this way one can
produce steady states with the density of excited
atoms depending only on the cylindrical coordinate
p. One can either study the resonance radiation
escaping in the steady state or pulse the beam and
watch the decay of the radiation from the steady
state. The purpose of the present paper is to solve
Eq. (1) for cylindrical systems and densities of
excited atoms which depend only on the cylindrical
coordinate p. Equation (1) will be solved for k(v)

corresponding to both Doppler- and impact-broad-
ened line profiles. %e believe that the present
theory and the Hurst-Thonnard experiment will
provide the most detailed check of imprisonment
theory to date.

A thorough investigation of imprisonment theory
is important to the study of those collision pro-
cesses which become important because of the long
time that the excitation energy stays in the system.
If the theory of imprisonment is very accurate,
the numbers calculated from it can be used in ex-
tracting cross sections for the enhanced collision
processes from the experimental data.

g(p, p )=f

deaf

dv

xG[(v +p +p' —2pp'cosP) i
j . (6)

In calculating N(p, t) it is convenient to divide
the problem into two parts: (a)The calculation of
N(p, t) for values of f which are small enough so
that a small fraction of the energy associated with
the excited atoms has escaped from the system;
and (b) the calculation of N(p, f) at times which are
large enough to that N( p, t) can be accurately ex-
panded in terms of the first six eigenfunctions of
the integral operator in Eq. (5). We shall see that
the two divisj. ons of time almost overlap.

A. Solution at Early Times

%e begin by noting that the presence of the
boundary at p =R does not become important until
t becomes large enough so that an appreciable
fraction of the possible resonance photons have
crossed the boundary. Thus, at small t we can
neglect the boundary and consider the problem of
calculating N(p, f) in an infinite medium.

To find N(p, t) in an infinite medium we note that
if the boundary is neglected,

N( p, t) = f dz n((z + p')' ', t),
where n(r, t) is the solution of Eq. (1) with no
boundaries and the initial condition n(r, 0) = 6(r).
The calculation of n(r, t) has been carried out by
Veklenko. " However, since our criteria for the
validity of the derivation differ from those of
Veklenko, we will repeat them:

If we let

g(p, t)= f e™r~n(r,t)dr, (8)

we can transform the equation for n(r, f) into a
solvable form. To see this, we note that

an—(r, t) = —(&+ A) n(r, t)

+ y G r-r' n x, t dr'.

II. DECAY PROBLEM

In this section we assume that S(r) =0 and con-
sider the case where at t = 0 there is one excited
atom per unit length, all located along the axis of
an infinitely long cylinder of radius R. In this case
Eq. (1) becomes

—(p, f) = —yN(p, t) —AN(p, f)
&lV

R
+ &f, a(p, p')N(p', f) pdp',

where
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Multiplying Eq. (9) by e"' and integrating, we
obtain

~ (p, t)+(y+A)g(p, t)

where

y n x', t dr' e"'G r -r' dr
W

n ~', t e""dr'
e"' ' 'G r -r' dr

yg(p, t)[i -R(p)],

R(p}=f (1 —e"' ' ')G(lr r l)dr ~

We then have

(10)

—= —Ag —yR(p)g .Bg
Bt

Solving Eq. (11), we get

g(p, t) = C(p) exp [ —At —ytR(p)] .
The initial condition n(r, 0) = 6(r) leads to

g(p, t) = exp [ —At —R(p)yt] .
n(r, t) becomes

n(r, t)=(2w) ' f e "'
x exp[ —At R(p)yt] d-p . (13)

To see what approximations might be appropri-
ate we consider R(p):

ymptotic form of G(u) can be used if yt & 15; even
when yt is not large, the R(p) determined from the
asymptotic form of G(u) yields values of n(r, t)
which are accurate at large ~. The size of yt does
not enter into Veklenko's discussion; he seems to
imply that the n(r, t) ca.lculated while using the
asymptotic form of G(u) are only valid at large r

In many experimental situations yt reaches a
value of several hundred before the presence of
the boundary becomes important. Thus, there is
often a very significant period of time during which
the R(p) calcu.lated from the asymptotic form of
G(u) can be used in calculating n(r, t) at all r & R.
We will now determine R(p) in this approximation.

Holstein' has pointed out that when x corresponds
to many optical depths at the center of the line,
the transmission probability becomes

T(r)=a /r

where m =
& for pressure broadening and m =1 for

Doppler broadening. We rewrite Eq. (15) as

T(r) = r(R)(R/r)

From Eq. (14) we obtain

R(p) = B„r(R)(Rp)

where B,= 4v and B,q2= —,'(2m)' '. If the angular de-
pendence in Eq. (13) is integrated out and Eq. (17)
is used, we have

n(r, t) = (2m2r) ' e "'

R(p) = 2n f sing dg f u'G(u)

x(1 eu'""'~) du

The imaginary part of R(p) integrates to zero if
the integration over Q is carried out first. Thus,

x f p sin pr exp[ —B (Rp)~t/TQ]dp, (18)

with TQ=[yT(R)] '. Using Eq. (18) in Eq. (7),

N(p, t)=2' e "'
p exp[ B(pR) t/TQ]-dp

0

R(p) =2m f sin&]& dQ J u'G(u)
0 0

x[1 —cos(pu cosQ)]du . (14)

s in[ p( p'+ 22)"']
Q ( p2 +z2) 1/2

=(Sw) 'e "f pro(OS)

Using the facts that G(u) & 0, and that its volume
integral over all space is unity, we see that R(p)
has the following properties: (a) R(0) = 0, (b) R(p)
&0, if p &0, (c) R(p)=1 in the limit as p-~. If
yt » 1 we see from Eq. (13) that most of the con-
tribution to n(r, t) comes when R(P) is very small.
However, R(p) is only small when p is small; and
when p is small most of the contribution to R(p)
comes from large u. Thus, we expect that when
yt» 1 we can calculate n(r, t) for all r while using
an R(p) determined from the asymptotic form of
G(u). The condition yt » 1 is equivalent to saying
that the full width at half-maximum of n(r, t) is
many optical depths at the center of the resonance
line. In the case of pressure broadening the as-

x exp [ B(RP)"t/TQ] dP-,

tt(p, t) =(vp') 'e "'If(y),

where

y = 2(»)"'(R/p)"'(t/7'Q)

(20}

where JQ(pP) is the Bessel function of zero order '2.
We will now work out the most important special
cases.

1. Pressure Broadening

In this case we have m = —,'. Equation (19) and
the substitutions B,q2

= —,'(2m)" and u' =Pp yield
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and

H(y) = f u' Jo(u') e "'du .
0

(21)

3.2

Several of the more important properties of
H(y) are derived in the Appendix. Further, H(y)
is tabulated in Table I.

In dealing with our finite geometry it is conven-
ient to let s = p/R and to introduce a, new function
M(s, t) with the property 2vM(s, t)sds = 2gN(p, t)pdp.
Thus, M(s, t) =R N(p, t), and Eq. (20) becomes

P,4
Eh

l.6

.8

M(s, t) =(vs') 'e H(y) . (22) .3

Figures 1 and 2 compare M(s, t), calculated from
Eq. (22), with a more exactly computed M(s, t) at
the times t=To (Fig. 1) and t=2To (Fig. 2). The
calculation of the more exact M(s, t) will be dis-
cussed in Sec. IIB. At t=To, 39% of the original
excited atoms are still in the system (assuming
A =0) and Eq. (22) remains a.ccurate except at
points which are very near the wall of the contain-
er. At t= 2To only 147o of the origina. l excited
atoms remain and Eq. (22) is beginning to become
rather inaccurate over the outer half of the
cylinder.

The experiment is often interested in the fraction
of the excited atoms that remain in the system
after a time t. We designate this fraction by Nr(t)
and note that

FIG. 1. Pressure-broadened M(s, t) at time t= To.
Solid curve, calculated while neglecting the effect of the
boundary. Dashed curve, calculated from the first six
terms in the eigenfunction expansion. The curve for the
20-term eigenfunction expansion lies so close to that
calculated while neglecting the presence of the boundary,
that clutter would result if it were shown.

now, we have

y = —,'( 2a)"'(t /T, )s "'
so that

Nr(t) = 2m f N(p, t) pdp = 2a f M(s, t)sds . (23)
0 0

When t is small enough so that Eq. (22) is valid,
we find

Nr(t)e"'= 2 f H(y) ds/s;

Let

I/3(211 )1/2t / 0=1 —4f ' Hb) dy/y

1.(x)=1-4f H(y)dy/y .
0

(24)

~ 25

X

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8

a(X)

0.0000
0.0237
0.0430
0.0583
0.0702
0.0791
0.0855
0.0896
0.0920
0.0929
0.0925
0.0912
0.0891
0.0832
0.0761
0.0685

0.0610
0.0538
0.0471
0.0410
0.0357
0.0309
0.0232
0.0174
0.0131
0.0099
0.0076
0.0059
0.0046
0.0036
0.0029

2.0
2. 2

2. 6
2. 8
3.0
3.4
3.8
4. 2
4.6
5.0
5.4
5.8
6.2
6.6

TABLE I. Tabulation of the function H(X) .
X 11(X)

.20

-.j 5

.I 0

.05

I

.2

FIG. 2. Pressure-broadened M(s, t) at time t=2TO.
Solid curves calculated while neglecting the presence of
the boundary. Dashed curve calculated from the first
twenty terms of the eigenfunction expansion. Dot-dashed
curve, calculated from the first six terms in the eigen.—

function expansion. When s &0.3, the curves for the
20- and 6-term eigenfunction expansions coincide.
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The function L(x) is tabulated in Table II. Equa-
tion (24) can now be written as

N, (f) e"'=L(.'(2v-)"'f/T, ) . (25)

Figure 8 compares Nr(t) e"', calculated from Eq.
(25), with a more exact calculation to be discussed
in Sec. IIB. In the pressure-broadening region,
Eqs. (22) and (25) are useful for f & l. 5TO.

2. Doppl ex Broadening

In this case we have m = 1. Equation (19) and
the substitutions 8, = -,'m and u = pp yield'

l.o

0.8

0.4

0.2
~ ~~ ~ ~

M(s, t) = — s'+( ) (26)
0 — 0

Figures 4 and 5 compare M(s, f), calculated from
Eq. (26), with a more accurately computed M(s, f)
at the time t=0. 4TO (Fig. 4) and t=0. 6TO (Fig. 5).
At t = 0.4TO about 67 /o of the excited atoms (as-
suming 2 =0) remain inside the cylinder and Eq.
(26) is still fairly accurate except in the region
near the walls of the container. At t =0.6TO Eq.
(26) is quite inaccurate over the outer half of the
volume of the cylinder. In the t= 0.670 case about
527o of the excited atoms remain in the system.

From Eq. (26) we find

e"'Nr(t) = 1 —(wt/4To) [I+ (vt/4TO) ] "' . (27)

Both Eqs. (26) and (27) become inaccurate for
t &0.4T&. However, at larger times the method
to be discussed in Sec. II 8 becomes quite easy
to use.

In order to calculate To we use T [oyT(B)] '
along with Holstein's' explicit formulas for the
asymptotic form of the transmission probability.
When m=1 we have

I I

0.4 0.8 l.2
I

2.0
I

2.4 2.8

FIG. 3. Pressure-broadened e"~Nz (t) as a function
of time. Solid curve, calculated while neglecting the
effect of the boundary. Dot-dashed curve, calculated
from the 20-term eigenfunction expansion.

where k~ is the maximum value of the absorption
coefficient when pressure broadening dominates.
Holstein' also discusses the calculation of k& and
k~ from more fundamental quantities. As in Hol-
stein's papers, we have assumed that both k~R and
koR are very large numbers.

It should be mentioned that Walsh's formula for
T(B) provides a convenient way of determining if
either Doppler or pressure broadening is dominant.
If either dominates the other, Walsh's formula

T, = r(ug)[v In(a~)]"', (28a)

where ~ is the natural lifetime and ko is the ab-
sorption coefficient evaluated at the center of the
resonance line. When nz =& we have

z(v~ +)&&2 (28b) —" 1. 0

TABLE II. Tabulation of the function I (X).
.6

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0. 9
1.0

1.000
0.900
0.810
0.728
0.654
0.587
0.527
0.473
0.424
0.380
0.341

1.1
1.2

1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0

0.306
0.274
0.246
0.221
0.199
0.179
0.161
0.145
0.130
0.118

.2

Q. l 0.2 0 .3 0.4 0.5 0.6

FIG. 4. Doppler-broadened M{s, t) at time t=0. 4T'p.
Solid curve calculated while neglecting the effect of the
boundary. Dashed curve, calculated from the 20-term
eigenfunction expansion. Dot-dashed curve, calculated
from the first six terms of the eigenfunction expansion.
When s &0.3 the curves for the 6- and 20-term eigen-
function expansions almost coincide.
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1.0

see that the Qk( p) can be chosen real and that they
are orthogonal with weight function p. The pk(p)
can be normalized so that

0.8 f Ak(P) 0 &(P) P dP = 6k, g ~ (32)

0.6 We expand N(p, t) as

OA

0.2

0.1 0.2 0,5 0,4 0.5 0.6 0.7
S

N(p, t) =e "' 5 a„(t)P,(p) .
k=1

Substituting into Eq. (6) and using Eqs. (29) and
(32), we find

a, (t) =d, e "'k'

where the dk are constants. Thus,
FIG. 5. Doppler-broadened M(s, t) at time t=0.61"0.

Solid curve, calculated while neglecting the presence
of the boundary. Dashed curve, calculated from the
first twenty terms of the eigenfunction expansion. Dot-
dashed curve, calculated from the first six terms of
the eigenfunction expansion. When 8 &0.2 the curves for
the 6- and 20-term eigenfunction expansions almost
coincide.

N(p, t) =e ~ Z d, e "'k'y
(pk) .

k»-1
(34)

dk= J N(p, O)yk(p) pdp ~

Evaluating the last equation at t =0 and using Eq.
(32) we find

can be approximated accurately by one of the T(R)'s
for the special cases of Doppler and pressure
broadening.

In the special case under consideration N(p, 0)
= 6(p)/(2vp), so that

X(p, t) = e "'(2v) ' p e ""k' yk(0)yk(p) .
k=1

(36)

(1 ~k)ek(P)=f ek(P')g(P, P')P'dP'.
0

(29)

It is convenient to let gk(p) = p'falak(p) andgo(p, p')
= (pp')'~ g(p, p'). Equation (29) then becomes

(I - ~k) Ik( p) = f 4k( p') go( p, p') d
p' . (3o)

From Eq. (6) we see that g( p, p ') =g( p', p), so
that go(p, p') =go(p', p). In Chap. 3 of Courant
and Hilbert'3 it is shown that the &k are denumer-
able and real. It is also shown that the gk( p) are
orthogonal and can be chosen to be real. Thus,
they can be normalized so that

f, fk(p)0~(p)dp=sk, ~ ~ (31

ln our special case we can use Eq. (29), the pro-
perties of the gk( p), and the fact that g(p, p') is a
probability density to show that the &k are positive
and less than unity. We will henceforth assume
that the ~k have been arranged in an ascending se-
quence of positive numbers.

From Eq. (31) and the definition of the gk(p) we

9. Solution at Intermediate and Large Times

In this region of time we will use the Hilbert-
Schmidt method" in order to solve Eq. (6). In this
method we introduce eigenfunctions Qk( p) and ei-
genvalues ~k defined by the equation

f g(P, P')P'dP'=1 ~ (39)

To find &k and Qk( p) we divide the cross section
of the cylinder into N concentric rings of thickness
R/¹ We note that in many experiments N could

Holstein4' used a similar approach, but he deals
only with times that are so large that the 0 = 1 term
is dominant. Van Trigt calculated accurate eigen-
functions and eigenvalues for slab geometry.

We now show how eigenfunctions and eigenvalues
can be calculated for the cylinder in the special
cases of pure Doppler broadening and pure pres-
sure broadening. We will assume, as before, that
koR and kk R are very large (say &400). Once the
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are determined
we will be able to deal with either the decay or the
steady-state problems.

For either Doppler or pressure broadening, we
have

G(u) =mi'(R)R"/(41ru "),
if k, u» 1 (or 0ku» 1). Equation (37) involves the
same approximation as Eq. (16). G(u) also has
the property

f G(~ r -r'l)dI"=1. (36)
all syace

From Eq. (38), we have
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be quite large (say 25) and yet R/N could still be
such that koR/(2N)» l. If N is large we expect that
the first several Q, (p) will be almost constant over
any given ring. Therefore,

f 4.(p')g(p, p')p'dp'

R i/N

g(p, p') 4~(p') p'dp'
R« -1) /N

we find that for n &i,
i/( n-1/2)

A(n, i) = C~T(R)[R/(n —
~ )]"f (, , ) i(„, i~) S,(x)x dx i

(46)

with v=-,'(m+2). When n =i we can use Eq. (39) to
show that

A(ny n): 1 f (n~i)g(Pgp P )P dP

(R/N) &

= & y, ( p )J(„„)(, ) g( p, p ')p
' dp

' (40)
(Rl)i)(n-() g( p p

~i) ~
dp

0

where p;= (R/N)(i —z) is the value of p at the cen-
ter of the ith ring. The approximation made in

Eq. (40) will obviously be poor unless N»k. How-

ever, with N = 25 we might expect that the approxi-
mation will be quite good for k & 6. If we now

evaluate both sides of Eq. (29) at p„and use Eq.
(40), we get

(n-1) /( n-1/2)

+ f, ( „„S„(x)xdx

S„(x)xdx

= 1 C„T(R-)[N/(n ——,')]

(47)

(I-~)4~(p.)= ~ 4~(p()

(R/N) i
x g(p„, p')p'dp' . (41)

The reader can easily see the importance of

S„(x) in the present problem. One very useful
property of S„(x) is obvious from Eq. (45):

S„(1/x) =x'"S„(x) . (48)

"(R/N) j
A(n, i)= g(p. , p')p'dp" .

~ (8/N)(f -1)
Since (koR)/(2N) is large by assumption we can
calculate A(n, i) for n&i while using an approxi-
mate g(p, p') derived from Eq. (37):

(42)

21r

g(p, p')=mT(R)R (4v) ' f dP

x f [ 3
(& & Ip]-(m+3)iPdx I

=mC T(R)R

where

p 21F

)(f (p'+p" —2pp'cosQ) '
0

(43)

Equation (41) is a matrix eigenvalue problem with

the components of the eigenvectors being the
values of the (I),( p) at the points p„p„p„.. . , p„.
We will now show how the matrix of coefficients
in Eq. (41) can be calculated.

We define A(n, i) as

We also note that S„(-x)=S„(x). It is a,iso known"
that S„(x) is related to the Gauss hypergeometric
function by

S„(x)=27(E(v, v; 1; x') .

Using the hypergeometric series we have"

(49)

S„(x)=2m Z [(v),]'x'"/(k!)',
0=0

(50)

S„(x)= 7(2 "'x I'(2v —I)[1'(v)] ~/~ I —x
~

(51)

where (v)), =v(v+1)(v+2) ~ (v+k —1) for k~ 1 and

(v)0= 1. Equation (50) can be used to calculate
S„(x) for the values of v that interest us here and

for 0& x & 1. Equation (50) can be combined with

Eq. (48) in order to calculate S„(x) for x & 1.
When x is close to unity most of the contribution

to the integral in Eq. (45) comes from the region
near Q =0. Over this region where the contribu-
tion occurs we can use 1+x' —2xcosp = (1-x)
+xQ . Extending the integral over Q to infinity
and integrating, we obtain the following approxi-
mation for small values of I1-xj and v &&.'

C = 2 ' ' "m (m + 1)!([—,
'

(m + 1)] !]
and

q = p + p' —2pp' cosQ .
Defining

s„(x)=2 f (1+x' —2xcos(!)) "d(!),
0

(44)

(45)

Equation (51) is very useful in the region 0. 7& x
& 1.0. In the latter region many terms must be
retained in order to calculate S„(x) accurately
from Eq. (50).

It is convenient to define the matrix

g(ff 1/2) -1

&(n, i) = [N/(n ——')] f, .-„, „,S„(x)x' dx, (52)
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when n~i and

(n -1)I « -1i'~&

B(n, n) =[N/(n --', )] f ' S„(x)xdx

TABLE IV. Convergence of the first five eigenvalues
to a limit as N is increased. These eigenvalues corre-
spond to pure Doppler broadening.

0

« -1/2) /n I

+f S„(x)x' "dx
0

It is found that if both i and ~ are greater than
5 we have

&(n, i)= —C ~(R)[(i —2)/(n —~)]' B(n, i), (54)

5
10
15
20
25

Pl

l.481
l. 540
1.560
l. 572
l. 575

P2

3.561
3.850
3.929
3.963
3.983

PI

5.309
6.050
6.244
6.328
6.372

P4

6.643
8.102
8.486
8.646
8.731

P5

7.47
9.96

10.63
10.91
11.05

for n &i and

A(n, n) = 1 —C T(R)B(n, n) . (55)

(56)

When Eqs. (54) and (55) are used in (41) we find
N

P~+~(p„)= Z @~(p~)B(n, i),

and VIII give the corresponding bk and eigenvalues.
The latter tables were calculated with N= 25.
Table V is for pressure broadening and Table VI
is for Doppler broadening.

It should be noted that the 4„(s) tablulated in
Tables V and VI are normalized so that

with
1f C„(s)O,(s)sds= 5, , (59)

and

& = C T(R) P„=T(R) P„', Tables VII and VIII give values for the first six
where

(56) 1
b, = f C~(s)sds . (60)

TABLE III. Convergence of the first five eigenvalues
to a limit as N is increased. These eigenvalues are for
pure pressure broadening.

5
10
15
20
25

Pl

1.111
1.121
l. 122
1.123
l. 123

P2

1.809
1.846
1.855
1.856
l. 856

Ps

2. 253
2. 356
2. 371
2. 374
2. 375

2.559
2.755
2.789
2. 798
2. 800

2. 746
3.083
3.147
3.163
3.168

The approximation involved in Eg. (54) becomes
more and more accurate as n and i increase and
is not completely out of the ball park when n = 1
and i = 2. The biggest stimulus for introducing the
B(n, i) is that they can be shown to satisfy B(n, i)
=B(i, n) if both n and i are greater than 5. The
symmetry relation is not seriously in error for
smaller n and i. In the limit of large N the B(n, i)
can be treated as symmetric and the error in-
volved in Eq. (54) is insignificant. The IBM
scientific subroutine EIGEN has been used to find
the P„and 4', (p„) for N=5, 10, 20, and 25. In
each case B(n, i) was computed for i & n and the
p(n, i) for n & i were determined by the approxima-
tion B(n, i) =B(i, n) The u.se of the symmetry
condition was required because EIGEN requires
that the matrix under consideration be symmetric.

Table III shows how the first five eigenvalues
change with N for the case of pure pressure broad-
ening. Table IV is the corresponding material for
pure Doppler broadening. Table V and VI give
C,(s) =Q, (p)/R for 0= 1, 2, . . . , 6, and Tables VII

From Eq. (36) and the definition of M(s, i) we see
that

M(s, i) =e "'(21r) ' Z e ~" oC'„(0)e (s), (61)
k=1

where P ~
= c P„. Correspondingly,

Nr(&)e"'= Z e 'I" ' bC, ( )0.
k=1

(62)

TABLE V. Eigenfunctions for pure
broadening .

C'$(s) C'2(s) @3(s) 4'4(s)

2.21 —3. 97 5. 12 6.19
2. 21 —3.93 5.02 6.01
2. 20 -3.79 4.63 5.21
2. 18 —3.48 3.52 2. 83
2. 14 —2. 89 1.80 —0.10
2. 06 —2. 15 0.Ol —2.04
l. 96 —1.25 —1.37 —2. 18
1.83 —0.38 —2.01 —0.82
1.69 0.39 —1.82 0.90
1.52 0. 99 -0.99 1.77
1.33 1.36 0.09 1.32
1.13 1.48 1.00 O. 01
0.90 1.33 1.40 —1.14
0.62 0.94 1.16 —1.29

s

0.00
0.02
0.06
0.14
0.22
0.30
0.38
0.46
0.54
0.62
0.70
0.78
0.86
0.94

pressure

C', (s) C 6(s)

7.10
6.84
5.43
1.4-
2.01
2.44
0.28
l.75
1.57
0.31
1.64
1.05
0.61
1.35

7.90
7.59
5.39

—l.49
—2. 94
—0.78

2.01
1.31

—1.24
—l.53

0.59
l.59
0.06

—1.34

The more accurate curves in Figs. 1-5 were cal-
culated from Eels. (61) and (62) while using the
approximate C„(s) and P', determined with N= 20.
%hen all 20 terms are retained in the eigenfunction
expansion, we obtain much better results than are
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TABLE VI. Eigenfunctions for pure Doppler
broadening.

@f (~) @2(+) @34) 4 (+) @ (+) @ (+)S

0.00 2.36
0, 02 2. 36
0.06
0.14 2.31
0.22 2. 25
0.30 2. 16
0.38 2.03
0.46 1.88
0.54 1.70
0.62 1.50
0.70 1.28
0.78 1.04
0.86 0.78
0.94 0.48

—5.13
—5.04
—4.68
—3.49

1~ 73
0.10
l.47
2. 03
1.74
0.83

—0.29
—1.15
-1.45
—1.09

—4.00
—3.96
—3.83
—3.47
—2.85
—2. 02
—1.11
—0.20

0.58
l.15
l.47
l. 52
1.29
0.83

—6.14
—6.00
—5.25

2 ~ 77
0.19
2. 11
2. 15
0.69

—1.02
—1.78
—1.19

0.18
1.25
1.26

7.01
6.80
5.48
1.41

—2. 07
—2.40
—0.14

1.83
l.48

—0.46
—1.66
—0.89

0.77
1.36

—7.88
—7.51
—5.43

0.25
2. 96
0.66

—2. 07
—1.18

1.35
1.44

—0.73
—l. 53

1.18
1.38

obtained by truncating after six terms. This is
easily seen from the good agreement obtained in
Figs. 1, 3, and 4 with the M(s, t) calculated while
neglecting the presence of the cylinder walls. At
the fairly early times under consideration the
cylinder walls are unimportant except in the re-
gion very near s =1. At the later times shown in
Figs. 2 and 5 the convergence of the eigenfunction
expansion has become rapid enough so that trunca-
tion after six terms gives results which are fairly
accurate.

A few words about the ace: ."acy of the eigen-
values and the eigenfunctions given in Tables
V-VIII is appropriate here. Because of the rapid
convergence with increasing N, we believe that
the first five eigenvalues for the pressure broad-
ened case are all accurate to 1%. In the Doppler-
broadened case 1% accuracy is probably obtained
for P,', P2, and P3, but P 6 ma.y be in error by as
much as 5%. The reader will note that Holstein's'
best estimates of P ', (in his notation @pe) are rather
close to our values. He obtains p f & 1.6 for the
Doppler -broadened case. There seems to have
been a, misprint in his value of P', for the pressure-
broadened case. His table gives P', ~ 1.115, but

a recalculation yields p~ & 1.125. The eigenfunc-
tions given in Tables V and VI are probably in
error by a few percent, with the accuracy being

TABLE VIII. Values of P„' and b„ for pure Doppler
broadening.

1.575
3.98
6.37
8.73

11.1
13~ 3

0.640
0.220

—0.132
0.092
0.071
0.056

We assume that the source function is a function
of p only. In the steady state Eq. (1) becomes

(&+&)&(P)=S(P)+~y g(P, P')&(P')P'dP '.
(63)

We write

(64)

Substituting into Eq. (63) and using Eq. (32) we
have

best for 4,(s) and poorest for C,(s).
It is remarkable that in the limit of large AOR

(or k~8), the calculation of M(s, t) can be carried
out for all but the earliest times without any in-
clusion of the detailed behavior of G((r -r 'l) at
small distances. This lack of sensitivity to the
behavior of 6 at small distances together with its
rather simple behavior at larger distances has
made possible the calculation of a set of eigen-
functions and eigenvalues that can be used for
cylinders of all radii and for all gas pressures
such that imprisonment is great and either pres-
sure or Doppler broadening is dominant. The in-
sensitivity to the detailed behavior of G(lr -r '

I)
at small distances has a physical interpretation:
When koA (or k~ R) is very large the probability of
any significant penetration of a photon before ab-
sorption depends on the asymptotic form of G, but
significant penetrations occur frequently enough
(because of the slow rate of decrease of G(x) with
x at large kox) so that all significant spreading of
M(s, t) occurs because of these large penetrations.

III. STEADY-STATE SOLUTIONS

TABLE VII. Values of P„' and b„ for pure pressure
broadening.

&a= (~or(»o+ P D l f, S(p)ea(p)pdp . (65)

1
2
3
4
5
6

1.123
1.856
2. 37
2. 80
3.17
3.50

0.658
0.196
0.113

—0.077
0.058

—0.046

&,=[To/(&&o+ pl)](2 ) '0 (&) (66)

Using Eq. (66) we have

We consider the special case of a line source
producing one resonance atom per unit length per
unit time. In this case S( p) = 6( p) j2vp and
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T~ & g(0)y, (p)
2m, , ATO+~ a

Comparing Eqs. (67) and (36) we see that

N(p)= f N(p, t)dt .

(6v)
N, (0)A = Zo. Thus, at t = 0 we have N, (0) = Zo /A
and the excited atoms are all very near p=0.
Thus, the decay will be just like the case where
there was a line of excited atoms at t =0. We have

N, (t) = (Zo/A)Nr(t), AT()» 1, (73)

N(p) =N, (p)+N, (p),
with

(69)

N, (p)= f N(p, t)dt, (vo)

and

N&(p)=(2m) To 7 exp[ —(ATO+P„')t&/To]

When AT0 is less thanunity and p is not too small
we can calculate N( p) fairly accurately with the
first six terms of Eq. (6V). However, when ATO
is considerably larger than unity N(p) is sharply
peaked near p =0 and a large fraction of the reso-
nance atoms lie near this region. This corre-
sponds to the situation where the resonance atoms
lose their energy by the rate process before they
wander very far from p=0. In the latter situation
we use Eq. (68) and break N( p) up into two parts.
Thus, we have

where the calculation of Nr(t) has been discussed
in Sec. II.
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APPENDIX

The function H(y) is defined by Eq. (21). The
properties of this function do not seem to be well
known. For this reason we will work out some of
the simpler results that can be shown to hold.

We first note that if y is very large almost all
of the contribution to the integral in Eq. (21) comes
from quite small values of U, where Jo(U2) can be
accurately represented by the first few terms of
a Taylor series. Thus, we arrive at the asympto-
tic series

xP (0)p„(p)/(AT t ') . (Vl)

6 210
H(y)= —

4 1 —,+ ~ ~ ~ (Al)

In Eqs. (Vo) and (71) tq is the largest time at which
Eqs. (20) or (26) remain valid. We use Eqs. (20)
or (26) in evaluating N, (p). In the case of Doppler
broadening we can use t, =0.4T0, while in the case
of pressure broadening, t&=1.5T0 can be used. In
this way accurate steady states can be calculated
for all A and p with only six eigenfunctions. Un-
fortunately, a minor numerical calculation is re-
quired in calculating N, ( p) for any particular A

and p.
The experimentalist may be interested in build-

ing up a steady state and then observing the decay
after the source is switched off. If the source was
a line source which produced Z0 excited atoms per
unit time per unit length we find that N, (t), the
number of excited atoms remaining in the system
at a time t after the source was switched off, is
given by

N(t}=Z, ,T"e' Z exp(-P,'t/T, )„"~', . (72)
0+

If ATO is smaller than unity, Eq. (72) can be
truncated after six terms. However, when AT0 is
larger than unity one needs more than six terms
at small t. If AT0 is much greater than unity,
essentially every excited atom loses its energy
through the volume process, and in the steady state

which is quite accurate for y &6.
To arrive at an alternative integral representa-

tion for H(y), we note that

H(y) = Re f U'H '"(U') e ' dU, (A2)

where Ho"(U ) is the zeroth-order Hankel function
of the first kind. If U is thought of as a complex
variable it can be shown that the integral from 0
to ~ along the real axis is equal to the integral
from the origin to ~ along a line inclined at 45'
above the real axis. Thus, Eq. (A2) becomes

H(y) = —f r'e ~'"Ko(r ) sin Ch,

where Ko(r ) is a zeroth-order Bessel function of
imaginary argument and we have used'

K,(r') =-,' tvH,"'(tr') .
Equation (AS) is much easier to work with than Eq.
(21), because the integrand decreases rapidly with
increasing x for all y &0.

A Taylor series for H(y) can be obtained by
writing

2 "3
H(y) =Im —f r Ko(r ) exp(e'3''4yr)Ch,
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and expanding the exponential function in a Taylor
series. Noting that'

f t'E, (t)dt= 2' '
0 2

we obtain

II(x) =7/ Z sin(4nm)tI'(1+ —,n)] (2x)"/n! . (A4)
n=O

The series converges for all x.
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The spin-polarized (SPHF) and unrestricted (UHF) Hartree-Fock equations are solved
for the lowest P states of Li and B. The orbitals are not symmetry adapted with respect

2 ~to l in the UHF approximation for these states. The most important admixture, and the
only one that has been taken into account here, is do admixture into the s orbitals. The
UHF determinant is not an eigenfunction of L and S . Various aspects of this fact are
pointed out and discussed. The admixture of d character into the orbitals will depend heav-
ily on exchange. It will lead to substantial corrections to hyperfine-structure expectation
values. The results agree well with Sternheimer's for the quadrupole terms for B and Li.
For the spin dipolar term, the results agree with the first-order perturbation-theory re-
sults of Lyons et al. for Li and with the "polarization function" results of Schaefer et al.
for B. Configuration interaction and second-order perturbation-theory results are also
discussed in this connection.

I. INTRODUCTION

The unrestricted Hartree-Fock method (UHF)
and the spin-polarized Hartree-Fock method
(SPHF) are of great interest for the explanation of
atomic hyperfine structure. ' The two methods are
equivalent for spherically symmetric states. For
other states, SPHF is only an approximation to
UHF. In this paper we shall study the UHF method
for the lowest P states of Li and B.

In the derivation of the SPHF equations the or-
bitals are assumed to be symmetry adapted, i. e. ,
to be of the form

q„~& (r)=It~ (r)F/t&(e, P)& ($),

f= 4m (Z s (r) v, .),
i-"I

&, h g/2(t)= —
& u2(i)

. 5g/2 (2) = $1/2 (2)
(2)

where FJ &
is a, spherical harmonic and $ is a

S
spin function. The radial functions 8 can be dif-
ferent in orbitals with different spins (different

m, ). For open-shell states the resulting SPHF
orbitals will also be found to be different. This
depends on the exchange interaction between the
core orbitals and the outer orbitals with the same
spin. As one result we will get magnetic effects,
for instance, hyperfine-structure effects. The Fer-
mi contact term inhyperfine structure isdefinedby


